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At the Heart of Teaching Writing
BY PATRICIA DANIELS GALLANT
"So, then ... who is the real author of that poem?" a university student puzzled. "You? Or the teacher?"
"I am," I replied without hesitation.
Almost as immediately, however, I backtracked. "Well ... maybe not ... maybe Linda is. They are her words.
But she didn't say them as poetry ... I did. But I used her words, so ... um .... Well .... "

A

s I floundered, my thoughts turned to the fascinating days when I visited Linda's fifth-grade
rural Vermont classroom as a participant
observer for my dissertation research. She was learning how to use a writing workshop approach (Atwell,
1987; Graves, 1983) while also developing student
writing portfolios for statewide assessment (Hewitt,
1995). For 2 years, I ventured eagerly through ice
and snowstorms, breathtaking mountain views, and
miles of unpaved roads to amass reams of transcribed
interviews and audiotapes, observation notes, and
student writing samples.
But when I finally sat down to begin writing,
I was crushed by the volume of data. Anxiously I
asked myself, "Where should I begin? How can
I effectively portray Linda as a person and teacher?
How can I show what I learned about writing with
children and about teaching writing?" The answers
surfaced as I perused my transcripts of her vivid
phrases, metaphors, and anecdotes: I must use
Linda s vibrant words; Linda can tell her own
story.

Serendipitously, my qualitative research professor
showed us poetic transcription (Glesne, 1997; 1999),
an experimental technique for transforming interview
data into poetic form. To create six poems about various themes that emerged from my conversations with
Linda, I applied this method's three rules: (1) use only
Linda's words; (2) pull Linda's phrases from anywhere in the transcripts and juxtapose them to identify
themes; and (3) take liberty to repeat her words, drop
or add word endings, and occasionally change verb
tenses. I sorted, pondered, arranged, and rearranged
her words until I felt confident that they succinctly,
accurately, and aesthetically portrayed the person at
the heart of her teaching.
I share one poetic transcription here titled "Teaching
Writing" (Daniels, 1999). I often read "Teaching Writing" to my university students to highlight a compelling lesson I learned from Linda and her students:
When students and teachers write daily about things
that matter to them and trustingly share what they
write, they find their voices, and a more caring and
dynamic classroom community can emerge.

Patricia Daniels Gallant is an assistant
professor in the Department of Education and
Social Services at the University of MichiganFlint. She teaches literacy methods courses and
is a guest editor of this issue of the Michigan
Readini? Journal.
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Teaching Writing
Teaching writing
is my favorite thing to do.
I love to write.
You can learn about yourself
through your writing.
Writing is one thing
that teachers should all do.

Share writing.
Then they become
more aware
of what makes each other tick,
more respectful
of differences,
more admirable
of each other,
more appreciative
of the fact that we are different.
A stronger unit as a class.

I try to teach them
to write about what they know.
They all have something inside them
worthwhile to say.
But children don't always see
that ordinary things
are worth writing about.
So teach them
to take things that are current
or that they care about.
Write about those.

Writing
can be the cement
that brings everybody together.
Writing
can permeate
the whole fabric of your classroom.
Writing
can allow them
to see a side of each other
they didn't know existed.

Model writing.
Then they begin to see
that they don't need a grant plot
to write something that has value.
Model writing
because if they don't feel safe
they can't write like that.
And when they feel safe when they write
they let you see inside their souls.

Their writing gives me goose bumps.
-Linda's Words
Arranged by Patricia Daniels Gallant
Linda is a pseudonym.
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